fold 1 ? k ? oo. Then there is a closed C?? G-manifold M u which is GF equivariantly diffeomorphic to Mo.
The following is a more precise form of Theorem B.
THEOREM C. Let i be a closed CU manifold, G a compact Lie group, and for 1 < k < oo let aVk(G, M) denote the space of 0k actions a: G X M AI->M of G on M with the Ck topology and let Difk (M) denote the group of C", diffeomorphisms of M with the Ck topology. Given ao C (k (G, i) we can find a C -a I (G, M) arbitrarily near a0 in aCk(G, M) and f arbitrarily near the identity in Diffk (3) such that af = a0; where af C ak (G, M) is defined by af (g, x) =f-1a (g, fx). It is worth remarking that for the case l= 0 the situation is again quite the opposite and FOk is in general neither injective nor surjective. For example there exist C? actions of Z2 on a sphere which are CO equivalent to the linear reflexion in a line but are not C' equivalent to a linear action [4] . Also whereas there are always at most countably many equivalence classes of smooth actions of a compact Lie group G on a compact smooth manifold M1 [8] , so that in fact Mank (G) is always countable for kI ? 1, Z2 or S1 can act in uncountably many topologically inequivalent ways on S5, and more generally any non-trivial compact Lie group G can act uncountably many topologically inequivalent ways on some Sn [9] , so that Mano(G) is always uncountable and hence Fok is never surjective for G 74 e.
As an immediate consequence of Theorems
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1. Notation and preliminaries. G will always denote a compact Lie group. A (left) action of G on a space X is a continuous map a: G X X --X such that the map i: GU->Xx defined by J (g) (x) ==a(g,x) is a homomorphism of G onto the group of homeomorphisms of X. We call o (g) the operation of g on X (defined by the action a). A G-space is a completely regular space X together with a fixed action oz of G on X and generally we write gx for a (g, x). If AT and Y are G-spaces a map f: AT-* Y is called equivariant if f(gx) =--gf(x). A Frechet G-module is a G-space V which is 15 a Frechet space (= complete, metrizeable, locally convex, topological vector space) such that each operation of G on V is linear. If in addition V is finite dimensional we call it a linear G-space. In this case by choosing an arbitrary orthogonal structure for V and "averaging it over the group" (see Theorem 1. 1) we can find an orthogonal structure for v with respect to which each operation of G is orthogonal, and with this extra structure we call V a Euclidean G-space.
By a Ck G-manifold 0 ? ks ?oo we shall mean a Ck manifold M, possibly with boundary, which is a G-space in such a way that the action c': G X M -*> _I is a Ck map, so in particular each operation of G on M is a Ck diffeomorphism. If M is compact and without boundary we call it a closed CkC G-manifold. In particular we regard G itself as a closed C-G-manifold with the natural left translation action.
If M is a CkC manifold we denote by (1k ( G, M) the space of Ck actions of G on M and by Diffk (M) the group of Ck diffeomorphisms of M, both with the Ck topology. There is a natural (right) action of Diffk (M) on ak (G, M), (fi, c) s--,f, where af (g, x) = f-l (g, fx). This action is easily scen to be continuous. Note that f is equivariant from M with the action af to M with the action a. If M1 and M2 are Ck G-manifolds we denote by Ck (M1, M2) the space of C7C maps of M1 to M112 with the Ck topology and by CGk(M1, M2M) the subspace of equivariant maps. We note that Ck(M1, 112) is in a natural way a G-space; namely if f C Ck (M1, M2) then gf C Ck (M1, M2) is defined by (gf) (x) =g(f(g-1x)), and CG7k(Ml,M2) is just the set of f C Ck (MI, M2) left fixed by each operation of G. If M is a Ck G-manifold and W is a linear G-space then C7U (M, W) is a Frechet G-module. In particular if TV is any finite dimensional vector space we can regard it as a linear G-space by letting G act trivially and Ck (31, W) becomes a Frechet G-module, the action of g E G on f E CU(M, W) being given by (gf)(x) = f(g-1x). In particular Ck(M) -Ck(M, R) is a Frechet G-module and more particularly still Ck(G) is a Fr6echet G-module.
The following is a classical and trivial remark ("averaging over the group ").
1. 1. THEOREM. If V is a Frechet G-module then A: Vl-* V defined by A (v) = fgv4 (g), where ,u is normalized Haar measure on G, is a continuous linear projection of V onto the subspace VG of V consisting of elements left fixed by each operation of G.
As a corollary we have: Q.E.D.
For each Frechet G-module V we define a continuous bilinear map Since each f.j*v is almost invariant in V this proves the following classical fact:
1. 4. THEOREM. In any Frechet G-module V the almost invariant elements are dense.
2. The Ck equivariant embedding theorem. The following theorem is proved in [6] , and [7] for the cases k == 1 and kI -=oo respectively, While either proof extends easily enough to the case of general kc we give here the appropriate generalization of Mostow's proof, which is the easier. for U, making U a Euclidean G-space. By a change of scale we can assume f -f, is a unit vector and we extend f, to an orthonormal basis for U; fl-* nfin. For g C G gfi == aij (g) fj where, since G acts orthogonally on U and the fi are orthonormal, aij(g-1) = aj1(g). Now U 0 W is a Euclidean G-space (the action of G being defined by g(um? w) ==(gu) ' Since the first component of F is the Ck embedding fi: M --W, a fortiori F is a Ck embedding of M in U 0 W so it remains only to show that F is equivariant. But
1. THEOREM. If M is a compact
3. The tubular neighborhood theorem. Let 7r: $ -M be a C' vector bundle. If both t and q are Ck G-manifolds, ?r is equivariant, and each operation of G on t is a bundle map (i. e. g maps &, linearly onto tg$) then we call t a Ck-vector bundle. Given a linear G-space V the CO manifold GUrn(V) (the Grassmannian of m dimensional linear subspaces of V) is in an obvious and natural way a C? G-space. There is moreover a natural vector where h: M-> Gm(V) is a CU equivariant map such that for each x C M h (x) = v$, is a linear complement to im (Df$,). We note that such an f always has a Cki1 G-normal bundle: namely give V a G-invariant positive definite inner product (i. e. the structure of an orthogonal G-space) and define h: M GUm(GV) by h(x) -(im(Df))I.
We shall see shortly that indeed f has a Ck G-normal bundle.
Assume Proof. Obvious. 4.3. LEMMA. Let 7r: E -M be a Ck fiber bundle k_ >1 and let G be a compact Ok submanifold of E with OG = 0. A necessary and sufficient condition for G to be a Ck sub-bundle of E (i. e. for 7r r I G: G--*M to be a Uk fiber bundle) is that for each x C M GQ G n E. be a submanifold of G of codimension equal to the dimension of M.
Proof. Necessity is trivial. To prove sufficiency it is enough by a wellknown theorem of Ehressman [2] to check that when the condition is satisfied 7r: G --M is a submersion, i. e. that for each y E G (D4r) y: TGy -* TM, has rank equal to dimM. Now rank(D 7r)? dim G-dim(ker(Di) .). Since 7r is a fibering ker(D7r)g= T(E,) . and since (D*r) == (Dir)y, I (TG) y, ker(D7r)y ker(D*r), n (TG)y== T(Ex)y n (TG)y, T(E$f n G)y, T(Gx)y, so rank(D7r) y= dim G -dim G,= codim G, in G= dimM.
Q. E. D.
4. 4. THEOREM. Let 7r1: E1 M1, 7T2: E, -* M2 be two Ck fiber bundles. kI> 1, and let G2 be a Ck sub-bundle of E2. Assume E1 is compact, OM1 = 0, and OG2 = 0. Let f: E1 -* E2 be a Ck map which is fiber-wise transversal to G2 with f(aE1) n G2==0. Then G1 =f-1(G2) is a Ck sub-bundle of E1, G5G1 = 0, and the fiber codimension of G1 in E1 equals the fiber codimension of G2 in E2.
Proof. Since f is fiber-wise transversal to G2 it is a fortiori transversal to G2 and hence G1 f-1 (G2) is a compact Ck submanifold of E1 of codimension equal to the codimension of G2 in E2, and OG1 = (f I aE1)-1G2 = 0.
Putting (G1) =--(f I (E1) )-1G2== G1 n (E1) 2,, (G1) is a submanifold of (El)x of codimension equal to the codimension of G2 in E2 which, since G2 is a sub-bundle of E2 is the same as the fiber codimension of G2 in E2. Now since dim E -dim G = dim (El) -dim (G,1) x dim E2-dim G2 it follows of fo in Ck(E,,E2), which in fact is open in the Cl topology, such that for every f E U, frl (u) is a Ok section of E1 disjoint from 8E1. Moreover the map f '-f-1(a) is continuous from U C Ck(El, E2) into the space Ck(El) of Ck sections of E1 with the Ck topology.
Proof. In 4. 6 take G2-= o. Since fo maps each fiber of E1 diffeomorphically onto a fiber of E2 it is clear that fo is fiberwise transversal to o-, and hence ro = fo-l (a) is a Ck sub-bundle of E1 of fiber dimension zero, and in fact since fo (El) , meets cr in exactly one point, a0 is a section of El. It now follows from 4. 6 that f-1 (a) is also a Ck sub-bundle of E, with fiber a point, i. e. a Ck section of E,, if f E Ck(El, E2) is sufficiently near fo in the Cl topology. It remains only to show the continuity of f t-f-l (a) as a map of U into Ck (El) .
Since M, is compact it will suffice to show that if f,, -> f then fj-i (g) I W fr (a) I W in the Ck topology in some neighborhood W of each point of x C Ml. We can choose coordinates in E2 near a(x) so that E2 is identified with Rk X Rm, 7r2 with the projection Rk X Rm -> Rm and a with Rk X {O}. Then choosing coordinates near uo (x) in E1 so that E1 is locally Rn X Rm, 7ri is the projection Rn X Rm -* Rn and ro7 is Rn X {O}, fo is given locally by a map (x,y) '-(go( Q.E.D.
1. THEOREM.
If M is a closed Ck G-manifold, k > 1, and M' is any compact Ck G-manifold, then COG(M', M) is dense in CGr(M', M) for 0 < r ? k.
Proof. By Theorem B we can give M a CU structure which makes it a C,-G-manifold, and the theorem then follows from 3. 4.
